SOME OR ANY
We have got ___ money.We can go
and eat at a restaurant.

There isn't ___ mayonnaise in the
bottle.Can you buy ___ ?

Ladies and gentlemen we have got
___ soup for lunch.Come and eat!

Samuel hasn't got ___ homework
today so he is playing baseball.

I have got ___ crayons in my bag.
Shall we paint the picture?

Fill in the blanks with "some" or "any" to
complete the sentences.

The baby has got ___ milk in his
baby bottle.He is drinking it.

I want to eat ___ cupcakes because
I am very hungry.

They have got ___ cheese ,but they
haven't got ___ olives for breakfast.

Mr.Farmy is watering ___ carrots at
the moment.

Joe is unhappy because he hasn't
got ___ friends to play with.

Peter has ___ problems with his
Maths exam.He is bad at Maths.

Rachel has got ___ dogs but she
hasn't got ___ cats.

The girl is opening ___ birthday
presents now.She is very happy.

I have got ___ nice watches.Would
you like one?

There are ___ sheep,but there
aren't ___ cows on the farm.

We have got ___ candles,but we
haven't got ___ balloons.

Can I have a hamburger and ___
fries,please?

There are ___ carrots,but there
aren't ___ cucumbers in the basket.

There aren't ___ pencils or pens on
the desk.

There is ___ tea in the pot.Would
you like to drink?

There is ___ bread on the kitchen
table.You can eat it.

The clown hasn't got ___ balloons
in his hands.
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SOME OR ANY answer key
We have got some money.We can
go and eat at a restaurant.

There isn't any mayonnaise in the
bottle.Can you buy some ?

Fill in the blanks with "some" or "any" to
complete the sentences.

The baby has got some milk in his
baby bottle.He is drinking it.

I want to eat some cupcakes
because I am very hungry.

Ladies and gentlemen we have got
some soup for lunch.Come and eat!

They have got some cheese ,but
they haven't got any olives for
breakfast.

Mr.Farmy is watering some carrots
at the moment.

Samuel hasn't got any homework
today so he is playing baseball.

I have got some crayons in my bag.
Shall we paint the picture?

Joe is unhappy because he hasn't
got any friends to play with.

Peter has some problems with his
Maths exam.He is bad at Maths.

Rachel has got some dogs but she
hasn't got any cats.

The girl is opening some birthday
presents now.She is very happy.

We have got some candles,but we
haven't got any balloons.

Can I have a hamburger and some
fries,please?

I have got some nice watches.
Would you like one?

There are some sheep,but there
aren't any cows on the farm.

There are some carrots,but there
aren't any cucumbers in the basket.

There aren't any pencils or pens on
the desk.

There is some tea in the pot.Would
you like to drink?

There is some bread on the kitchen
table.You can eat it.

The clown hasn't got any balloons
in his hands.
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